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To:
From: Steve Shorr Insurance <steveshorr1@cox.net>
Subject:
Cc:
Bcc:
Attached: 

I need to ask further regarding the Medical coverage. Lets take for example California Choice PPO
1000 Plan

***Thank you very much for naming the specific plan we are talking about.  Here's the Company
Brochure http://www.calchoice.com/Shared/PDF/PPO_Summary_20080701.pdf

 
Tier           Deductible    Office Visit    Hospital Co-Pay    Co-Pay Limit    Out Patient PD
PPO        $1000/3000    $35               $1000+30%          $4000/8000      $15G
 
on Deductible - the employee needs to pay a deductible amount of $1000 even the employee gets a bill
from the hospital of $10G

***(Grand = $1,000)  ..

Is that what it is?

Yes.  The Insurance Company would then pay, based on the remaining 9K (K = Kilo + 1,000)

 
Office Visit - employee will only pay $35 per visit instead of a regular consultation fee...right?

Yes

 
Hospital co-pay - who pays the $1000-30%, is it the employee? or hospital?
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The employee pays the 1K deductible and then he pays 30%, but not more than the co pay max.  This
looks like the SAME deductible in the first question.  I'll double check.

http://www.calchoice.com/FormPdfStreamer.aspx?FormId=448&Ext=.pdf
This is another brochure... It doesn't mention a deductible for hospital, so it "must" be the same as the
original deductible.  I can double check

 
Co pay Limit - to whom this limit applies for? the employee

The means the most out of pocket the employee pays is $3,750 + deductible.  His entire family $7,500 +
deductible.
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Out PPD- max of $15G

***I'm not sure if we are on the same page in our abbreviations

 for all expenses incurred for out patient.

This means you pay $15 for a generic drug and there is NO deductible


